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TaggedPAbstract

Background: For the past 30 years, the hamstring (H)-to-quadriceps (Q) (H:Q) torque ratio has been considered an important index of muscle

strength imbalance around the knee joint. The purpose of this systematic review was to examine the value of H:Q torque ratio as an independent

risk factor for hamstring and anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) injuries.

Methods: Database searches were performed to identify all relevant articles in PubMed, MEDLINE, Cochrane Library, and Scopus. Prospective

studies evaluating the conventional (concentric H:Q), functional (eccentric H: concentric Q), and mixed (eccentric H at 30˚/s: concentric Q at

240˚/s) H:Q ratios as risk factors for occurrence of hamstring muscle strain or ACL injury were considered. Risk of bias was assessed using the

Quality In Prognosis Studies tool.

Results: Eighteen included studies reported 585 hamstrings injuries in 2945 participants, and 5 studies documented 128 ACL injuries in 2772

participants. Best evidence synthesis analysis indicated that there is very limited evidence that H:Q strength ratio is an independent risk factor

for hamstring and ACL injury, and this was not different between various ratio types. Methodological limitations and limited evidence for ACL

injuries and some ratio types might have influenced these results.

Conclusion: The H:Q ratio has limited value for the prediction of ACL and hamstring injuries. Monitoring strength imbalances along with other

modifiable factors during the entire competitive season may provide a better understanding of the association between H:Q ratio and injury.

TaggedPKeywords: ACL; Isokinetic; Prospective; Strains; Strength imbalance TaggedEnd
TaggedH11. Introduction TaggedEnd

TaggedPMuscle strength evaluation is an integral part of the

fitness assessment of athletes or rehabilitation of individ-

uals with various pathologies or injuries. One of the key

parameters in these applications is the hamstrings (H)-to-

quadriceps (Q) (H:Q) torque ratio as an index of a strength

imbalance between antagonistic muscle groups around the

knee joint.1,2 Identification of relative weakness in one

muscle relative to the other can serve 2 main purposes:

first, to identify athletes with strength imbalance in the

pre-season period and then use this information to design

appropriate training programs to restore H:Q ratio to

“normal” levels3 and improve their performance;4,5 second,
TaggedEndTaggedEnd Peer review under responsibility of Shanghai University of Sport.
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to identify imbalances after injury or other pathological

conditions and use this information to design appropriate

rehabilitation programs.6�8
TaggedEnd

TaggedPThe H:Q ratio can be calculated using various combina-

tions of contraction types (concentric, eccentric, and

isometric), angular velocities, and type of torque (peak or

angle-specific torque).9 The conventional ratio is calculated

using torque values of the same contraction type for both

antagonistic muscle groups. These include the concentric

H:concentric Q (QCON); the eccentric H (HECC):eccentric

Q; and the H:Q torque ratio.9 It has been proposed that an

isometric H:Q ratio of approximately 0.66 represents the

average value in a typical population sample.10 This is

partly confirmed by a recent systematic review of evidence

showing that the isokinetic conventional ratio, when tested

at slow (12˚/s) to intermediate (180˚/s) angular velocities,

is in the range of 0.52�0.67 and that it increases further at

faster angular velocities.8 TaggedEnd
orque ratio useful for predicting anterior cruciate ligament and hamstring inju-
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TaggedPWhen the quadriceps produce force by shortening (concen-

tric contraction), the hamstrings are activated as antagonists

while lengthening (eccentric contraction).9 For this reason,

several authors have proposed that a more functional approach

should be taken in the calculation of H:Q ratio1,11,12 by consid-

ering the typical muscle actions during a knee extension.

Therefore, the dynamic control12 or functional11 torque ratio

has been established as the ratio of eccentric hamstrings torque

over concentric quadriceps torque (HECC/QCON). Normative

values for the functional ratio also vary depending on test

angular velocity, being around 0.79 at 60˚/s and exceeding 1 at

angular velocities greater than 240˚/s.8 Another modification

of the functional ratio is the mixed ratio, which is calculated

by dividing the HECC torque at an angular velocity of 30˚/s by

the QCON torque at 240˚/s.13 Hence, by taking the HECC torque

at a slow speed and the QCON at a faster speed, the resultant H:Q

ratio for the typical sport population would be centered around a

value of 1.13 According to the authors who proposed the mixed

ratio,13,14 the main advantage of this ratio is its greater experi-

mental validity (i.e., it is less affected by inertial artifacts). This is

because the recorded torque at fast angular velocity tests shows

better experimental validity in isokinetic fast angular velocity

concentric contraction tests (QCON torque at 240˚/s) than in

eccentric contraction tests, while eccentric torque values at a

slow angular velocity (HECC torque at 30˚/s) have better validity

than fast velocity tests. A recent review has examined the associ-

ations between different types of H:Q ratios,15 but they did not

systematically review the association of H:Q ratio with injury.TaggedEnd

TaggedPOne important application of the H:Q ratio has been to

monitor strength imbalances in individuals with anterior cruciate

ligament (ACL) deficiency12,16 or reconstruction.17,18 This is

based on the observation that the hamstrings co-contract near full

extension and generate an opposing force to the anterior compo-

nent of the quadriceps force.19,20 This reduces anterior shear

loading and contributes to a physiological range of motion and

safer relative position of the femur and tibia bones in the knee

joint, thus maintaining knee joint stability and reducing ACL

load.19,20 Consequently, it has been proposed that a low force

generating capacity of the hamstrings relative to the quadriceps

may be related to ACL injury and re-injury, especially in female

athletes.21 To our knowledge, published evidence on the associa-

tion between H:Q ratio and ACL injury has not been reviewed.TaggedEnd

TaggedPAn altered H:Q ratio is also frequently considered a risk

factor for hamstring strains.22 This is often attributed to a

reduced relative ability of the hamstrings to control combined

hip flexion and knee extension during dynamic movements

such as sprinting or stretching.23,24 Systematic reviews have

shown that there is strong evidence that strength variables,

including H:Q ratio, are not independent risk factors for

hamstring injury.7,25 However, these studies have examined

H:Q ratio generically together with various other potential risk

factors and, hence, specific issues that may influence H:Q ratio

measurement and its relation to injury have not been consid-

ered. These include torque ratio measurement issues (e.g., reli-

ability, gravity correction, validity), calculation method and

the type of ratio (e.g., conventional, dynamic, mixed), and

interpretation (e.g., the determination of cut-off values). These
considerations are very important because previous studies have

identified methodological limitations and issues with the experi-

mental protocol that influence the calculation of H:Q ratio.1,2

These limitations are often underestimated, which may lead to

erroneous interpretation of the obtained H:Q ratio values. While

studies have advocated the use of one type of ratio over another

for different applications, there is still confusion about which

type of H:Q ratio is better for predicting or preventing injury.8

The use of various types of H:Q ratios in combination with limi-

tations in injury survey data collection and analysis may also

influence conclusions regarding the usefulness of H:Q ratio for

injury prevention. Three recent reviews6�8 have shown that it is

unclear whether H:Q ratio is sensitive enough to detect differ-

ences between injured and non-injured legs or between injured

and non-injured individuals suffering from hamstring strains;

these studies, however, did not examine the association between

H:Q ratio and future injury.TaggedEnd

TaggedPThe purpose of this systematic review was to examine the

ability of different types of H:Q strength ratios to prospectively

predict hamstrings and ACL injuries in athletes. Two specific

questions were addressed in this review: (a) Is the H:Q ratio a

significant risk factor for ACL and hamstring strains and, if so,

which type of H:Q ratio shows a greater association with injury?

and (b) do methodological issues and limitations influence the

association between H:Q ratio and ACL or hamstring injuries?TaggedEnd

TaggedH12. Methods TaggedEnd

TaggedH22.1. Search strategy and selection of studiesTaggedEnd

TaggedPThis review was not registered. A comprehensive, multi-

step search strategy using Preferred Reporting Items for

Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA) guidelines

was performed in June 2021 using the (Population, Interven-

tion, Comparison, Outcomes of interest; PICO) framework for

prognostic studies to identify all relevant articles in 4 elec-

tronic databases:26 PubMed, MEDLINE, Cochrane Library,

and Scopus. Population: sport athletes; problem: hamstrings or

ACL injury; prognostic factor: ipsilateral strength ratios;

comparison: prospective comparison of injured and uninjured

groups; and outcome: hamstrings or ACL injury and associated

risk estimates. The electronic databases were searched inde-

pendently by 2 authors (EK and CS), to reduce the probability

of study selection bias, with no limit for year of publication.

The following combination of terms with the proper Boolean

(“AND”, “OR”, and “NOT”) operators were used: “isokinetic

strength” or “strength ratio” or “strength balance” or

“hamstrings to quadriceps ratio” or “knee flexors to knee

extensors ratio” or “hamstrings injury” or “posterior thigh

injury” or “hamstring strain” or “hamstring tear” or “anterior

cruciate ligament injury” or “anterior cruciate ligament

rupture” or “risk factors” or “predictor” or “prediction” or

“prevention”. Additionally, secondary searches were conducted

by screening the reference list of the selected studies and by eval-

uating the reference list of previous related reviews. After dupli-

cates were removed, 2 independent reviewers (EK and CS)

assessed the potential studies by comparing the lists of included

and excluded studies. Any discrepancies between the 2 authors
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(EK and CS) with regard to the included and excluded studies

were resolved through discussion and consensus.TaggedEnd
TaggedH22.2. Eligibility criteria TaggedEnd

TaggedPStudies that satisfied the following criteria were included in

the review: (a) publications in international English-language

peer-reviewed journals, (b) studies that examined healthy indi-

viduals of any age and playing level (ex-athletes or athletic

populations) with subsequent occurrence of hamstring muscle

or ACL injury during either a sport and competition-related

activity or training period, and (c) studies that employed any

type of H:Q strength ratio (conventional, functional, and

mixed) as a measurement outcome to investigate the risk of

injury. Reviews, case and brief reports, letters to editors,

thesis, and conference abstracts were excluded. TaggedEnd
TaggedH22.3. Risk of bias assessment TaggedEnd

TaggedPThe methodological quality of the included studies was

independently examined by 2 reviewers (CS and EK) using a

modified version of the Quality In Prognosis Studies tool

described by Hayden et al.27 This risk of bias assessment tool

examines 6 potential bias domains (study participation, study

attrition, prognostic factor measurement, outcome measure-

ment, study confounding, and statistical analysis and

reporting) to evaluate different aspects of the potential risk of

bias in prognostic studies.7 Each of the 6 study design

elements contain 5 � 7 items of potential bias that were evalu-

ated according to specific criteria used to examine the degree

of risk with a score of “yes” or “no”. If fewer than 75% of the

items within a single category were scored with a “yes”, this

domain was determined to have a “High risk” of bias, while

“Low risk” of bias was considered if the number of items

scored with “yes” was greater than or equal to 75%. To obtain

an overall low risk of bias, a study should have a low bias on

at least 5 of the 6 domains and the outcome measurement. The

domain “outcome measurement” (Domain 4) refers to 3

criteria: first, whether the study provides a clear definition of

the outcome measurement; second, whether information about

the validity and reliability of the measurements is provided;

and, finally, whether the same methodology was applied for all

participants. TaggedEnd
TaggedH22.4. Data extraction TaggedEnd

TaggedPTwo authors (EK and VB) independently extracted the

following data from each study to an Excel spreadsheet (Micro-

soft Office Excel 2016; Microsoft, Redmond, WA, USA): (a)

authors and year of publication, (b) details regarding the charac-

teristics of participants who underwent isokinetic evaluation

(such as sample size, sport, and sex), (c) methodological charac-

teristics (test angular velocity, types of ratios, gravity correction,

participant position, and reliability measures), (d) study duration,

(e) strength ratio data, and (f) key findings related to injury

prediction.TaggedEnd
TaggedH22.5. Data synthesis and analysis TaggedEnd

TaggedPPreliminary evaluation of the identified literature indicated

relatively few studies examining different versions of the H:Q

ratio. Further, the data from various studies originated from

different sports, and this might have influenced the heteroge-

neity of the sample for each specific ratio type. For this reason,

the final number of studies for each type of H:Q ratio was

considered insufficient for meta-analysis. Therefore, a best

evidence synthesis7 was used to facilitate the interpretation of

data derived from included studies. It consisted of a 5 levels of

evidence-based qualitative analysis:

TaggedEndTaggedP1. Strong evidence: consistent results in 2 or more low risk of
bias studies (high quality), with generally consistent find-

ings in �75% of studies. TaggedEnd
TaggedP2.
 Moderate evidence: provided by 1 low risk of bias study

(high quality) and/or 2 or more studies with high risk of bias

(low quality) and by generally consistent results across all

studies (�75 % of the studies reported consistent findings).TaggedEnd
TaggedP3.
 Limited evidence: provided by single-study findings from

high risk of bias study (low quality). TaggedEnd
TaggedP4.
 Conflicting evidence: inconsistent findings in multiple

studies (<75% of the studies reported consistent findings). TaggedEnd
TaggedP5.
 No evidence: no studies (randomized controlled trials or non-

randomized controlled trials) available for assessment.TaggedEnd
TaggedPBest evidence synthesis of the included studies was applied

twice: first, to examine the association of each H:Q ratio type

and injury across all sports; and second, to examine the associ-

ation of H:Q ratio and injury in each sport.TaggedEnd

TaggedH13. Results TaggedEnd

TaggedH23.1. Search results TaggedEnd

TaggedPA total of 10,154 potentially relevant published studies were

identified through the electronic search (Fig. 1). Of these, 4032

duplicate articles were removed, while after title and abstract

screening, 6083 documents were excluded. Of the remaining 41

articles, 18 additional studies were excluded on the basis of full-

text screening. Therefore, 23 articles were retained.TaggedEnd

TaggedH23.2. Description of the included studies TaggedEnd

TaggedPOf the 23 studies included in this review, 18 studies exam-

ined hamstring injuries and 5 studies examined ACL injuries.

These studies documented 585 hamstrings injuries in 2945

participants across football (soccer),3,13,28�36 Australian rules

football,37�39 sprinting,40,41 American football,42 and

Rugby.43 Additionally, 128 ACL injuries in 2772 participants

across football (soccer),44,45 basketball,44,46,47 handball,45

floorball,46 and in military academy cadets.48 TaggedEnd

TaggedPFrom the included studies, demographics, strength

measurement methodology, and main data treatment techni-

ques were tabulated. Further, H:Q torque ratio values (mean

and SD) for injured and control groups were visualized

according to type of H:Q ratio as well as type of injury. TaggedEnd



TaggedFigure

Fig. 1. Search flow diagram. ACL = anterior cruciate ligament; H:Q = hamstrings-to-quadriceps torque ratio. TaggedEnd

TaggedEnd346 E. Kellis et al.
TaggedH23.3. Methodological characteristics of the included studiesTaggedEnd

TaggedPThe details of prospective studies are presented in Table 1.

Some studies on hamstring injury have examined more than 1 type

of ratio. Hence, 14 studies3,13,28,31,33�39,41�43 measured the

conventional H:Q ratio, 6 studies3,29,32,37,40,41 used the functional

H:Q ratio, and 5 studies3,13,33�35 examined the mixed ratio, while

there were some studies that calculated a different version of the

strength imbalance between the 2 muscle groups.30,40 Of the 5

included studies on ACL injury, all of them examined the conven-

tional ratio,44,45�48 only 1 examined the functional ratio,48 and

none of them assessed the mixed ratio (Table 1). All studies except

for 232,44 used a slow angular velocity (60˚/s), 7

studies3,31,32,37,38,41,43 used a 180˚/s test, 7 studies3,13,33�36,41 used

a 240˚/s test, 4 studies used a 300˚/s test,29�31,38 while only one3

used a 120˚/s angular velocity test.TaggedEnd

TaggedPTwelve of the included studies3,13,28�30,37�40,44,45,47 evalu-

ated strength from a seated position (hip angle range 80˚�
105˚), while the remaining 11 studies31�36,41�43,46,48 did not

specify the participant testing position (Table 1). Additionally,

only 9 studies3,13,31,33,34,37,38,40,48 included information
regarding gravity correction procedure, and only 4

studies3,41,45,46 reported the reliability of their H:Q ratio meas-

urements. Twenty-one studies calculated H:Q ratio using peak

torque values, and only 2 studies29,41 used both peak and

angle-specific H:Q ratios. TaggedEnd
TaggedH23.4. Risk of bias assessment TaggedEnd

TaggedPThe scores on the potential risk of bias domains of the

included studies are presented in Fig. 2. Particularly, 11 studies

on hamstring injury were scored as low risk, while the

remaining 7 studies had a high risk (Fig. 2). Of the 5 studies

that examined ACL injury risk, 3 were rated as low risk of bias

and 2 were rated as high risk of bias (Fig. 2).TaggedEnd
TaggedH23.5. Main findingsTaggedEnd

TaggedPFig. 3 presents the reported conventional H:Q ratios for

groups with and without hamstring and ACL injury, while the

corresponding data for the functional, mixed, and other ratio

types are presented in Fig. 4. Of the 18 studies, non-significant



TaggedEndTable 1

Methodological details of the identified prospective studies examining the association between the H:Q torque ratio and hamstring strain or ACL injury.

Study Sample Hip angle GC Type Rel Legs

tested

Ratio

type

Angular

velocity (˚/s)

Season

tracke

Number of injuries; data treatment

Hamstring injuries

Bennell et al. (1998)37 102 M (I: 12, CG: 90) Australian rules foot-

ball players

90˚ Yes PT No Both CR, FR 60,180 1�2 12 injuries; comparison between players with and

without CR and FR H:Q < 0.60, group

comparison

Cameron et al. (2003)39 20M (I: 6, CG: 14) Pro Australian rules foot-

ball players

Seated N/R PT No Both CR 60 2 6 injuries; ROC curve, comparison between

players with and without H:Q < 0.60 and > 0.66,

group comparison

Croisier et al. (2008)13 462 (I: 35, CG: 427) Pro soccer players 105˚ Yes PT No Both CR, MX 60,240 1 35 injuries; logistic regression in groups with and

without 2 of the following criteria: CR H:Q ratios

> 0.55 or 0.57, MX H:Q ratio > 0.98 or 1.05 and

15% bilateral differences in strength

Dauty et al. (2016)3 136 M (I: 57, CG: 79) Pro soccer players 85˚ Yes PT Yes Both CR, FR, MX 60,180,240 10 57 injuries; likelihood ratio for positive and nega-

tive tests for peak H:Q ratios and cutoffs for CR <

0.47 and FR and MX < 0.80, group comparison

Dauty et al. (2018)33 194 M (I: 36, CG: 158) Pro soccer players N/R Yes PT No Both CR, MX 60,240 15 36 injuries; odds ratio in groups with and without

cutoffs CR � 0.47 or < 0.60 and MX < 0.8 or<

1.0, group comparison

Dauty et al. (2020)34 91 M (I: 31, CG: 60) Pro soccer players N/R Yes PT No Both CR, MX 60,240 31 injuries; logistic regression, ROC curve, odds

ratio in groups with and without cutoffs < 0.80 or

< 1.00, group comparison

Fousekis et al (2011)32 99 M (I: 16, CG: 83) Pro soccer players N/R N/R PT No Both FR 180 1 16 injuries; logistic regression for players with FR

H:Q < 1

Henderson et al. (2010)31 143 M (I: 10, CG: 26) elite soccer players N/R Yes PT No Both CR 60,180,300 1 10 injuries; logistic regression, group compari-

sons, comparison between players with and

without CR H:Q < 0.60

Lee et al. (2018)35 146 (I: 41, CG: 105) Pro soccer players N/R N/R PT No Both CR, MX 60,240 41 injuries; odds ratio for “low” and “high” H:Q

value groups, based on a cut-off value, determined

using ROC curve analysis, group and leg compari-

sons, comparison between players with and

without CR H:Q < 0.505

Orchard et al. (1997)38 37 (I: 6, CG: 31) Australian rules football

players

Seated Yes PT No Both CR 60,180,300 1 6 injuries; discriminant analysis, comparison

between players with and without CR H:Q < 0.61,

group comparison

Scippers and Leach (2020)28 89 M (I: 4, CG: 85) amateur soccer players Seated N/R PT No Both CR 60 4 injuries; logistic regression, group comparison

Shalaj et al. (2020)36 143 M (I: 40, CG: 103) elite soccer players N/R N/R PT No Both CR 60,240 1 40 injuries; logistic regression, group comparison

Sugiura et al. (2008)40 30 M (I: 6, CG: 24) elite sprinters 80˚ Yes PT No Both FR, OT 60 1 year 6 injuries; group and leg comparisons

van Dyk et al. (2016)30 563 M (I: 167, CG: 396) elite soccer players 90˚ N/R PT No Both OT 60,300 4 167 injuries; logistic regression, ROC curve,

group comparisons

van Dyk et al. (2017)29 413 M (I: 66, CG: 347) Pro football players 90˚ N/R PT, AST No Both FR 60,300 2 66 injuries; Cox regression, odds ratios for the

groups with lowest (<1 SD below the mean) and

the highest (>1 SD above the mean) value, group

and leg comparisons

Yamada and Mastumoto (2009)43 21 (I: 6, CG: 15) rugby players N/R N/R PT No Both CR 60,180 6 mon 6 injuries; discriminant analysis, ROC curve,

group comparison

(continued on next page)
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differences between injured and uninjured groups or legs were

reported by 14 studies on hamstring injury, while none of the

included studies reported differences between ACL injured

and non-injured athletes. TaggedEnd

TaggedPThe main findings of the included studies are presented in

Table 2. Of the 14 studies, 11 reported no association

between conventional H:Q ratio measurements at 60˚/s and

hamstring injury,3,13,28,31,33,34,36,37,41�43 while 4

studies31,37,38,43 reached a similar conclusion using an H:Q

ratio at 180˚/s. Similarly, non-significant associations with

hamstring injury were reported by 5 (out of 6)

studies3,29,32,37,41 for the functional ratio and by 4 (out of 5)

studies for the mixed ratio.13,33�35 Of the studies listed

above, only 4 showed a high risk of bias.3,32,37,43 In contrast,

of the 18 total studies that examined the H:Q ratio following

hamstring injury, only 53,35,38�40 reported a significant asso-

ciation, of which, 3 were rated as having a high risk of

bias.35,38,39 None of the prospective studies reported a signifi-

cant association between H:Q ratio and ACL injury. Of the 5

studies44,45�48 that looked at this potential association, 2

studies44,45 had a high risk of bias (Table 2). TaggedEnd

TaggedPSummarizing the results for each individual sport indicates

that 11 studies3,13,28�36 examined soccer players, of which, 9

reported a non-significant association.13,28�34,36 There was

also no association reported for American football42 and

rugby43 players. Out of the 3 studies37�39 that examined

Australian rules football athletes, 2 reported a significant asso-

ciation between a different type of H:Q ratio and hamstring

injury.38,39 In addition, 2 studies in sprinters40,41 reported

significant associations between injury and a specific H:Q

ratio type. As for ACL injuries, no association with injury was

reported by all included studies.TaggedEnd
TaggedH23.6. Best evidence synthesis TaggedEnd

TaggedPBest evidence synthesis strongly indicated that neither

the conventional ratio at 60˚/s and 240˚/s, the functional

ratio at 60˚/s, nor other strength ratios were associated

with hamstring injury risk (Table 3). Moderate evidence

for no association was found for the conventional H:Q

ratio at 300˚/s and the functional H:Q ratio at 180˚/s.

There was also limited evidence for no association with

injury for the conventional H:Q ratio at 120˚/s, the func-

tional H:Q ratio at 60˚/s, 120˚/s, 240˚/s, and 300˚/s. Finally,

evidence for the conventional H:Q ratio at 180˚/s and the

mixed ratio was conflicting. For ACL injuries, there is

strong (conventional ratio) or limited (conventional ratio at

300˚/s and functional ratio) evidence that the H:Q ratio is

not associated with injury (Table 3). TaggedEnd

TaggedPTable 4 presents the results of best evidence synthesis anal-

ysis for each sport. For Australian footballers, there was

limited to moderate evidence that H:Q ratios are not associated

with hamstring injury; exception was the conventional H:Q

ratio at 60˚/s, where the evidence was conflicting. Similar

results were also found for soccer players. For sprinters, there

was conflicting evidence for one H:Q ratio type, moderate

evidence for no association with injury for 2 ratio types, and
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Fig. 2. Risk of bias assessment. TaggedEnd
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moderate evidence for an association between injury and the

conventional H:Q ratio at 180˚/s. As for ACL injuries, there

was limited to strong evidence of no association with H:Q

ratio for all sports. TaggedEnd
TaggedH14. Discussion TaggedEnd

TaggedPThe results of this review indicate that there is moderate-to-

strong evidence that the H:Q strength ratio is not an indepen-

dent risk factor for either hamstring or ACL injury. This result
applies for both the conventional and functional H:Q ratio,

while evidence for the mixed H:Q ratio is conflicting. Several

methodological limitations and differences between studies

might have influenced these results. TaggedEnd

TaggedH24.1. Association of H:Q ratio with injury TaggedEnd

TaggedPWith respect to the first question raised in this study, best-

evidence-synthesis analysis has shown that the H:Q ratio is not

associated with hamstring and ACL injury (Table 3). Overall, of
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Fig. 3. Mean conventional H:Q torque ratio values of Inj and Uinj groups reported by the studies included in this review. For all studies but that of Sugiura et al.,40

95%CI were estimated based on the reported means, SDs, and study sample sizes. Solid circle means injured and circle means uninjured. *p < 0.05, significant

differences between groups. 95%CI = 95% confidence interval; ACL = anterior cruciate ligament; conc = concentric; ecc = eccentric; H:Q = hamstrings-to-quadri-

ceps; Inj = injured; Uinj = uninjured. TaggedEnd
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the 15 studies with low risk of bias, only 33,13,41 reported that the

H:Q ratio is a significant risk factor for hamstring strain, while all

studies found that there is no association of H:Q ratio and ACL

injury (Table 3). The mean group values reported by various
studies show some similarity. In particular, the conventional ratio

values at 60˚/s are centered around 0.60 (Fig. 2), the functional

ratios at 60˚/s around 0.80, and the mixed ratios around 1.30

(Fig. 3). Nevertheless, the variability in each measurement in both



TaggedFigure

Fig. 4. Mean (95%CIs) functional, mixed, and other type of H:Q torque ratio values of groups with (Inj) and without (Uinj) hamstring injury reported by the

studies included in this review. For all studies but that of Sugiura et al.,40 95%CIs were estimated based on the reported means, SDs, and study sample sizes. Solid

circle means injured and circle means uninjured. *p < 0.05, significant differences between groups. 95%CI = 95% confidence interval; H:Q = hamstrings-to-quad-

riceps; Inj = injured; L = left; R = right; Uinj = uninjured. TaggedEnd
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injured and non-injured groups prevents users from deciding which

value should be considered as typical and which ones might be

indicative of injury risk. Therefore, it is not certain that an indi-

vidual who has an H:Q ratio that is almost 2 SDs less than the

average group value is at increased risk for injury. On the other
hand, it is also not certain that an individual who displays an H:Q

ratio that is similar to the average group value has a lower risk for

sustaining an injury. This substantial overlap between players with

high and low risk of injury is seen in almost all existing screening

tests.49TaggedEnd
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Results of the included studies on the association between the H:Q ratio and hamstring or ACL injury.

Study Type of ratio

Conventional Functional Mixed Other

Hamstring injury

60˚/s

Bennell et al. (1998)37 NS for H:Q < 0.60 NS for H:Q < 0.60

Cameron et al. (2003)39 S for H:Q < 0.60, SP = 50%

S for H:Q > 0.66 SP = 100%

Croisier et al. (2008)13 Players with H:Q > 0.55�0.57 and/or

15% bilateral strength differences had

4.66 greater relative risk for injury

Croisier et al. (2008)13 NS NS

Dauty el al. (2016)3 NS for H:Q < 0.47 NS for H:Q < 0.80 S for H:Q < 0.80, SE = 2.5%, SP 99%

Dauty et al. (2018)33 NS for H:Q < 0.47 or < 0.60 NS

Dauty et al. (2020)34 NS for H:Q < 0.80 or < 1.00

Lee et al. (2018)35 S for H:Q < 0.505, OR = 3.14 (95% CI:1.37�7.22) NS NS

Orchard et al. (1997)38 S for H:Q < 0.61, positive predictive value = 77.4%

Sugiura et al. (2008)40 N/R S N/R

Yeung et al. (2009)41 NS NS

Zvijac et al. (2013)42 NS for H:Q < 0.60

van Dyk et al. (2016)30 NS

van Dyk et al. (2017)29 NS

Others28,31,36,43 NS

120˚/s

Dauty et al. (2016)3 NS for H:Q < 0.47 NS for H:Q < 0.80

180˚/s

Bennell et al. (1998)37 NS for H:Q < 0.60 NS for H:Q < 0.60

Dauty et al. (2016)3 S for H:Q < 0.47, SE = 7% SP = 97%

Yeung et al. (2009)41 S for H:Q < 0.60, (Hazard ratio = 17.4, 95%CI: 1.3�231.4) NS

Fousekis et al. (2011)32 NS for H:Q < 1.00

Others31,38,43 NS

240˚/s

Lee et al. (2018)35 S for H:Q < 0. 505, OR = 0.93 (95%CI: 0.89�0.98)

Dauty et al. (2016)3 NS H:Q < 0.47

Yeung et al (2009)41 NS NS

Others31,36 NS

300˚/s

van Dyk et al. (2016)30 NS

van Dyk et al. (2017)29 NS

Others31,38 NS

ACL injury

60˚/s

Uhorchak et al. (2003)48 NS NS

Others45�47 NS

300˚/s

Myer et al. (2009)44 NS

Abbreviations: 95%CI = 95% confidence interval; ACL = anterior cruciate ligament; H:Q = hamstring-to-quadriceps; NS = non-significant; N/R = not reported;

OR = odds ratio; S = significant; SE = sensitivity; SP = specificity.
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TaggedPThis study also explored whether different types of H:Q ratio

have greater association with injury. However, current evidence

indicates that the functional ratio does not offer a greater injury

predictive capacity than the conventional one, while evidence on

the value of the mixed ratio is conflicting (Table 3). It should be

mentioned, however, that of the total 15 studies with lower risk

bias, only 5 examined the functional ratio and 2 examined the

mixed ratio (Table 1). This indicates that there is much more

evidence available for the conventional ratio than for the other

ratio types. Furthermore, no studies have examined the associa-

tion of the mixed H:Q ratio and ACL injury (Table 1). Collec-

tively, these results indicate that the limitations of the

conventional ratio as an injury screening tool are not overcome if
a more “functional” approach in the H:Q ratio calculation is

followed.TaggedEnd

TaggedPThere are various factors that may have influenced these

results. In particular, studies used different H:Q cutoff values

to discriminate the sample (Table 2). The cutoff values varied

from 0.47 to 0.66 for the conventional ratio at 60˚/s, from 0.78

to 1.05 for the functional H:Q ratio (across speeds), and from

0.80 to 1 for the mixed H:Q ratio. This could be attributed

mainly to differences in the method used to determine these

cutoff values as well as to the size of the sample examined in

each study. Some studies tested the idea that the optimum

value of the conventional H:Q should be 0.60;37,42 others

determined cutoff values by calculating the area under the
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Results of best evidence synthesis of studies for each H:Q ratio.

Low risk of bias High risk of bias Association with injury ("/=) Association with injury

(Best synthesis result)

Level of evidence

Hamstring injury study

Conventional ratio

60˚/s Dauty et al.3

Dauty et al.,34 Croisier et al.13

Zvjiac et al.42

Shalaj et al.36

Henderson et al.31

Schippers and Leach28

Yeung et al.41

Dauty et al.33

Orchard et al.38

Cameron et al.39

Yamada and Mastumoto43

Bennell et al.37

Lee et al.35

" Orchard et al.,38

Cameron et al.,39

Lee et al.35

= Dauty et al. 33

Yamada and Mastumoto,43

Bennell et al.,37

Dauty et al.,3

Dauty et al.,34

Croisier et al.,13

Zvjiac et al.,42

Shalaj et al.,36

Henderson et al.,31

Schippers and Leach,28

Yeung et al.41

No Strong

120˚/s Dauty et al.3 = Dauty et al.3 No Moderate

180˚/s Dauty et al.3

Henderson et al.31

Yeung et al.41

Orchard et al.38

Yamada and Mastumoto43

Bennell et al.37

" Dauty et al.,3

Yeung et al.41

= Henderson et al.,31

Orchard et al. 8

Yamada and Mastumoto,43

Bennell et al.,37

Unknown Conflicting

240˚/s Dauty et al.3

Croisier et al.13

Shalaj et al.36

Yeung et al.41

Lee et al.35 " Lee et al.35

= Dauty et al.,3

Croisier et al.,13

Shalaj et al.,36

Yeung et al.41

No Strong

300˚/s Henderson et al.31 Orchard et al.38 = Orchard et al.38

Henderson et al.31
No Moderate

Functional ratio

60˚/s Dauty et al.3

Yeung et al.41

Sugiura et al.40

Bennell et al.37 " Sugiura et al.40

= Dauty et al.,3

Yeung et al.,41

Bennell et al.37

No Strong

60˚/s�300˚/s van Dyk et al.29 = van Dyk et al.29 No Moderate

120˚/s Dauty et al.3 = Dauty et al.3 No Moderate

180˚/s Yeung et al.41 Bennell et al.37

Fousekis et al.32
= Bennell et al.37

Fousekis et al.,32

Yeung et al.,41

No Moderate

240˚/s Yeung et al.41 = Yeung et al.41 No Moderate

Mixed ratio

Dauty et al.3

Dauty et al.,34 Croisier et al.13
Dauty et al.33

Lee et al.35
" Dauty et al.3

= Dauty et al.,34

Croisier et al.,13

Dauty et al.,33

Lee et al.,35

No Strong

Other Sugiura et al.,40 van Dyk et al.30 = Sugiura et al.,40

van Dyk et al.30
No Strong

ACL injury study

Conventional ratio

60˚/s Shimozaki et al.47

Hietamo et al.,46 Uhorchak et al. 48
Steffen et al.45 = Shimozaki et al.,47

Hietamo et al.,46

Uhorchak et al.,48

Steffen et al.,45

No Strong

300˚/s Myer et al.44 =Myer et al.44 No Limited

Functional ratio

60˚/s Uhorchak et al.48 = Uhorchak et al.48 No Moderate

Notes: " means significant association with future injury; = means no significant association with future injury.

Abbreviations: ACL = anterior cruciate ligament; H:Q = hamstrings-to-quadriceps.
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Results of best evidence synthesis analysis of studies that examined the association of injury and H:Q ratio for each sport.

Low risk of bias High risk of bias Association with injury ("/=) Association with injury

(Best synthesis result)

Level of evidence

Hamstring injury study

Australian rules football

CR 60˚/s Orchard et al.38

Cameron et al.39

Bennell et al.37

" Orchard et al.,38

Cameron et al.39

= Bennell et al.37

Unknown Conflicting

CR 180˚/s Orchard et al.38

Bennell et al.37
= Orchard et al.,38

Bennell et al.37
No Moderate

CR 300˚/s Orchard et al.38 = Orchard et al.38 No Limited

FR 60˚/s, 180˚/s Bennell et al.37 = Bennell et al.37 No Limited

Soccer/football

CR 60˚/s Dauty et al.3

Dauty et al.,34 Croisier et al.13

Shalaj et al.36

Henderson et al.31

Schippers and Leach28

Dauty et al.33

Lee et al.35
" Lee et al.35

= Croisier et al.13

Dauty et al.,33

Dauty et al.,3

Dauty et al.,34

Shalaj et al.,36

Henderson et al.,31 Schippers and Leach,28

No Strong

CR 120˚/s Dauty et al.3 = Dauty et al.3 No Moderate

CR 180˚/s Dauty et al.3

Henderson et al.31
" Dauty et al.3

= Henderson et al.31
Unknown Conflicting

CR 240˚/s Dauty et al.3

Croisier et al.13

Shalaj et al.36

Lee et al.35 = Dauty et al.3

Croisier et al.,13

Shalaj et al.,36

Lee et al.35

No Strong

CR 300˚/s Henderson et al.31 Orchard et al.38 = Orchard et al.,38

Henderson et al.31
No Moderate

FR 60˚/s, 120˚/s Dauty et al.3 = Dauty et al.3 No Moderate

FR 60˚/s�300˚/s van Dyk et al.29 = van Dyk et al.29 No Moderate

FR 180˚/s Fousekis et al.32 = Fousekis et al.32 No Limited

MR Dauty et al.3

Dauty et al.,34 Croisier et al.13
Dauty et al.33

Lee et al.35
" Dauty et al.3

= Dauty et al.34

Croisier et al.,13

Dauty et al.,33

Lee et al.35

No Strong

Other van Dyk et al.30 = van Dyk et al.30 No Moderate

Sprinting

CR 60˚/s, 240˚/s Yeung et al.41 = Yeung et al.41 No Moderate

CR 180˚/s Yeung et al.41 " Yeung et al.41 Yes Moderate

FR 60˚/s Yeung et al.41

Sugiura et al.40
" Sugiura et al.40

= Yeung et al.41
Unknown Conflicting

FR180˚/s, 240˚/s Yeung et al.41 = Yeung et al.41 No Moderate

American football

CR 60˚/s Zvjiac et al.42 = Zvjiac et al.42 No Moderate

Rugby

CR 60˚/s Yamada and Mastumoto43 = Yamada and Mastumoto43 No Limited

ACL injury study

Soccer/football

CR 60˚/s Steffen et al.45 = Steffen et al.45 No Limited

CR 300˚/s Myer et al.44 = Myer et al.44 No Limited

Basketball

CR 60˚/s Shimozaki et al.47

Hietamo et al.46
= Shimozaki et al.,47

Hietamo et al.46
No Strong

CR 300˚/s Myer et al.44 = Myer et al.44 No Limited

Floorball

CR 60˚/s Hietamo et al.46 = Hietamo et al.46 No Moderate

Handball

CR 60˚/s Steffen et al.45 = Steffen et al.45 No Limited

Military cadets

CR and FR 60˚/s Uhorchak et al.48 = Uhorchak et al.48 No Moderate

Notes: " means significant association with future injury; = means no significant association with future injury.

Abbreviations: ACL = anterior cruciate ligament; CR = conventional ratio; FR = functional ratio; H:Q = hamstring-to-quadriceps; MR =mixed ratio.
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curve of receiver operating characteristics based on the raw

data29,30,34,35,39,41,43 (Table 1); still others tested the cutoff

values reported by previous experiments.3,32,33 Perhaps the

most influential study is that done by Croisier et al.,13 which

examined an almost 4 times greater number of players than all

other studies.13 These authors did not find a significant associa-

tion between the conventional H:Q ratio at a specific angular

velocity and injury (Table 2). They observed, however, that

injured athletes showed a much greater deficit in HECC torque

at 30˚/s than that observed for QCON torque at 240˚/s. Hence,

they were able to show that soccer players had a 4.66 times

greater risk of sustain a hamstring injury if they met 2 of the

following criteria: a conventional ratio less than 0.55, a mixed

ratio greater than 0.98, and/or 15% bilateral differences in

strength when compared with players showing no imbalance

in the preseason. Based on the suggestions made by these

authors, the H:Q ratio should be combined with bilateral

differences in strength to detect players who are at greater

injury risk. The use of these specific cutoff values, however,

was based on previous experiments in a very small number of

players,14 and hence, it has been criticized.50,51 In addition, the

cutoff values proposed by Croisier et al.13 were tested by other

studies,3,32,33 which reported a non-significant association

between H:Q ratio and hamstring injury. In the most recent of

those prospective studies, Dauty et al.33 failed to find a signifi-

cant prediction of hamstring injury for a wide range of the

conventional and mixed H:Q ratio cutoff values. TaggedEnd

TaggedPAnother factor that contributed to the present findings is

that the conditions at which the H:Q ratio is measured have

limited association with muscle function at the instant of

injury. Hamstring injuries are frequently attributed to different

mechanisms, one occurring during high-speed sprinting and

the other occurring during excessive stretching.23,24 ACL inju-

ries occur during the deceleration phase of dynamic move-

ments, such as landing from jumping or change of direction,

while the knee is near full extension, frequently in combination

with knee valgus and internal/external tibial rotation.52 In

these movements, the hamstrings work at relatively long

muscle lengths. Evidence indicates that isokinetic strength has

moderate correlation with kicking53 or sprinting,54 but this

relationship is lower between H:Q ratio and performance,55

obviously, because H:Q ratio is an expression of the relative

maximum strength when each muscle works as agonist and

not the torque that is exerted simultaneously by the 2 antago-

nist muscles.56 Related to this is the criticism that the position

and speed of testing do not resemble actual conditions, such as

sprinting or change in direction.7 In the included studies, isokinetic

testing angular velocities ranged from 60˚/s to 300˚/s (Table 1),

which are lower than those developed during fast sport move-

ments, such as fast kicking (»550˚/s�1720˚/s,57 sprinting

(»500˚/s�800˚/s),58 or landing (»78˚/s�570˚/s).59,60 This may

also explain the observation that angular velocity does not influ-

ence the association of H:Q ratio with injury (Table 2). For this

reason, evaluation of the conventional or functional H:Q at a slow

angular velocity, such as 60˚/s, is recommended.TaggedEnd

TaggedPAn important contributor to the low predictive capacity of

the H:Q ratio is the multifactorial origin of both hamstring22
and ACL61,62 injuries. Although various factors are often consid-

ered to increase the risk for sustaining an injury, very few of

them have been identified as independent risk factors for

hamstring22 or ACL61,62 injury. Hence, preseason evaluation of

strength imbalances between antagonistic muscle groups may not

identify all players who are at a greater risk for sustaining an

injury unless it is part of a wider screening program with a

broader range of risk factors examined. Future studies that use

multifactorial designs that incorporate measurements of various

modifiable factors may assist in this direction.63TaggedEnd

TaggedPAnother observation is that all included studies have calcu-

lated H:Q ratio using peak torque during the test (Table 1). The

H:Q ratio changes throughout the range of motion due to differ-

ences in torque�joint angular position curves between the quad-

riceps and the hamstrings. Hamstrings torque is generally greater

near full extension, reaching peak values at 40˚ of knee flexion.56

In contrast, peak quadriceps torque is smaller near full extension,

reaching its peak at 60˚ of knee flexion.56 Hence, starting from

90˚ of knee flexion, the H:Q torque ratio is very low, and it

increases almost linearly, reaching its peak at approximately

30˚�20˚ of knee flexion with values around 1.56,64 Taking the

peak torque provides an index of the maximum strength genera-

tion capacity of each muscle, but it may not reflect the instanta-

neous relationship between hamstrings and quadriceps torque

that occurs at a specific joint position. In theory, the use of angle-

specific H:Q torque is ecologically more valid as it is closer to

the injury mechanism of the ACL64,65 as well as the hamstrings

muscles.66,67 Nevertheless, only 2 low-risk studies29,41 examined

angle-specific strength values, and they reported that the resulting

H:Q ratio has no association with hamstrings injury.TaggedEnd
TaggedH24.2. Methodological issues TaggedEnd

TaggedPThe second aim of this study was to identify methodolog-

ical aspects of the included studies that may have had an influ-

ence on the results (Table 1). First, it was observed that only 3

low-risk studies3,41,46 examined the reliability of measure-

ments, which appeared to be moderate or high (intraclass

correlation coefficients: 0.80�0.98 for peak torque values).

Studies have shown a moderate reliability of H:Q ratios in

repeated sessions.68�70 Impellizzeri et al.70 noticed lower H:Q

values for the first session as compared with the second and

third sessions, suggesting a learning effect. Neuromuscular

inhibition, which often takes place during eccentric testing,

has also been considered as an important threat to the reli-

ability and validity of the functional or mixed H:Q ratio.33 In

fact, these studies have shown that percentage changes in H:Q

should be greater than 18%68 or even 28%69 to detect real

changes. None of the included studies have identified such

large differences in any type of ratio (Figs. 3�4) between

injured and non-injured athletes. This represents an important

limitation of most studies, and it should be taken into consider-

ation when interpreting the results of this review. In addition,

threats to the validity of the H:Q ratio, such as gravitational

torque1 and inertial force,71 are often not considered. Using

the peak torque value during the non-isokinetic phase of the

torque�angle curve, for example, may lead to an error of up to
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16% at an angular velocity of 300˚/s.71 This may influence the

association of H:Q ratio with injury in a specific cohort, and it

also provides erroneous conclusions regarding the extent of

muscle imbalances in these particular athletes. TaggedEnd

TaggedPDifferences in injury recording methodology between

studies might also have had an influence on the results of this

review. First, several studies examined a relatively small

sample of players reporting a low number of injuries. For

example, 5 out of 15 studies with low risk of bias reported less

than 16 injuries each (Table 1). In this case, comparisons

between injured and uninjured players is based on unequal

sample sizes, and this can dramatically influence the statistical

power of the results.72 More important, with a small sample

size, the validity of using specific cutoff values to discriminate

the sample is questionable. Second, concerns have been raised

regarding the definition, type, and severity of injury in various

studies.13 For example, hamstring muscle strains can be mild,

moderate, or severe,73 or they may be sprint-type or stretch-

type.23,24 Studies included in this systematic review did not iden-

tify the mechanism that led to the registered injury. One may

hypothesize that sprint-type and stretch-type injuries exhibit

differences in muscle function and that, hence, a single preseason

measurement of H:Q ratio is inadequate for predicting both

injury types. Third, inclusion of athletes with a history of injury

may also influence the results as previous injury history may

increase injury risk.33 All but 2 studies31,44 included in this

review excluded individuals with a previous injury incident from

their sample. Finally, the reviewed literature provided evidence

for the association of H:Q ratio with injury in a specific sample.

Based on Bahr,49 this is only the first step for an effective

screening strategy. The next step is validating the cutoff values

using a new sample and the final step is to test whether a preven-

tion program can reduce risk of injury in those athletes who are

classified as high risk based on their screening results.TaggedEnd

TaggedPAn additional factor related to the heterogeneity of the samples’

characteristics is that the participants were athletes from various

sports, each with different performance demands (Table 1).

Re-examination of our data collected on ACL injuries indicates it

is unlikely that the type of sport influenced the results, as all studies

failed to show an association between ACL injury and H:Q ratio

(Table 4). As for the hamstring injuries, studies in American foot-

ball, rugby, and soccer athletes indicated no association with H:Q

ratio (Table 4). Interestingly, for Australian rules football

athletes37�39 and sprinters,38,39 there was evidence that supports a

significant association, but this originates from studies with high

risk of bias.38,39 For this reason, there was moderate evidence for a

significant association with injury in only 1 case (Table 4). Overall,

based on the collected evidence, it appears that the absence of asso-

ciation between H:Q ratio and hamstring injury is common in all

sports. Nevertheless, subject to more evidence, the possibility that

a different association exists for sports such as sprinting or

Australian rules football cannot be excluded.TaggedEnd
TaggedH24.3. Implications TaggedEnd

TaggedPThere are important implications to be gleaned from the

findings of this review. First, due to the low association
between H:Q ratio and injury, one may suggest that preseason

evaluation of muscle strength imbalance is not useful for iden-

tifying players with a greater risk potential. This does not indi-

cate that preseason evaluation of strength should not be

performed. Previous studies have shown that strength training

may prevent hamstring injuries and, therefore, monitoring of

strength is necessary.74 There have been suggestions that other

tests such as Nordics, hand-held dynamometers, or force plates

may substitute or complement isokinetic testing for better

injury prediction results.7,75 However, it should be stressed

that these tests have no76 or only moderate correlation with

performance,77 and there is no evidence that they are associ-

ated with injury.29 Isokinetic dynamometers offer maximum

resistance throughout the movement at both concentric and

eccentric conditions, and they can be used to monitor strength

progress of players effectively, safely, and correctly. Obvi-

ously, any test that is performed under controlled laboratory

conditions is not expected to have a direct association with

muscle function during movements that lead to injury. This

observation aligns with the latest research by Bahr,49 who

commented that “any existing screening test is unlikely to be

able to predict injury with sufficient accuracy”. TaggedEnd

TaggedPStrength levels are greater in the preseason period and tend to

decrease over the in-season period.78 It is possible that some

players display greater strength losses than others and that this

may influence their performance and injury risk. Further, while

preseason evaluation levels provide an evaluation of strength

imbalances, it is unclear how in-season training influences

strength imbalances. For example, it has been shown that

preseason strength was reduced after a 12-week in-season soccer

training period without any strength training.78 Performance of

one strength training session per week during the in-season

period maintained strength,79 while strength training twice a

week may decrease strength due to overtraining.80 This indicates

that injury epidemiology studies should monitor strength sessions

adopted by players during the in-season period as they may

affect strength imbalances relative to the preseason measure-

ments. In addition, monitoring strength imbalances at selected

time instances during both the preseason and in-season periods

will allow for a closer examination of the association between

injury and strength imbalance by using strength values obtained

during the specific period when the injury occurs.TaggedEnd

TaggedPLimitations of this review are acknowledged. First, we

restricted eligibility to studies in English only while we searched

2 of the 4 databases. Second, we did not contact study authors to

request clarifications where needed; instead, we extracted infor-

mation from the published data and cross-checked our results

with those reported by previous meta-analysis studies.TaggedEnd
TaggedH15. Conclusion TaggedEnd

TaggedPPreseason evaluation of H:Q ratio has limited value for the

prediction of hamstring and ACL injuries. The type of H:Q

ratio does not influence the association with injury. Monitoring

strength imbalances along with other modifiable factors during

the entire competitive season may provide a better under-

standing of the association between H:Q ratio and injury.TaggedEnd
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